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MEDIA TAGS - LOCATION - ANCHORED 
DIGITAL MEDIA FOR AUGMENTED 
REALITY AND VIRTUAL REALITY 

ENVIRONMENTS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

media in real time by way of the network connection , with 
the creating of the digital media further including the placing 
of the digital media in a virtual reality computer graphics 
environment , the virtual reality computer graphics environ 
ment further including visually perceptible elements appear 
ing as objects in the virtual reality computer graphics 
environment . 
[ 0007 ] Various exemplary systems include an augmented 
reality and virtual reality server connected to a network , and 
a client device connected to the network , the client device 
having an augmented reality and virtual reality application . 
Further exemplary systems include a body or motion sensor 
connected to the client device and / or an augmented reality 
and virtual reality interface connected to the client device . 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of co - pending 
U.S. application Ser . No. 15 / 600,446 , filed May 19 , 2017 , 
which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Appli 
cation Ser . Nos . 62 / 340,110 , filed May 23 , 2016 , and 62/340 , 
118 , filed May 23 , 2016 , all of which are incorporated by 
reference herein . 

FIELD OF INVENTION 
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0002 ] Embodiments of the disclosure relate to augmented 
reality and virtual reality environments . 

SUMMARY 

[ 0003 ] According to some exemplary embodiments , the 
present disclosure is directed to a method including creating 
digital media , placing the digital media in a computer 
graphics environment , the computer graphics environment 
further comprising visually perceptible elements appearing 
as real objects placed in a real world setting , and viewing the 
digital media when at the real world setting . Exemplary 
methods may include the digital media comprising any of a 
text tag , an image tag , a movie tag , an audio tag , a social 
media tag or a combination thereof and viewing the digital 
media when at the real world setting based on an author's 
sharing settings or based on a viewer's filtering settings . The 
digital media may be stored on a remote server or cached on 
a device . The digital media may be viewed when at the real 
world setting as increasing in size of the digital media as a 
function of increasing proximity to the real world setting . 
Additionally , the digital media may have any of a flag pole , 
a frame , an avatar badge , a title panel , a media panel , a 
comments panel or a combination thereof . 
[ 0004 ] According to further exemplary embodiments , the 
creating of the digital media may include inclusion of 
features from a source of social media , and the placing of the 
digital media by way of an augmented - reality interface . The 
viewing of the digital media may occur when at the real 
world setting by way of an augmented - reality interface . The 
viewing of the digital media may also include utilizing data 
received from a body or body part motion - tracking sensor . 
[ 0005 ] In various exemplary embodiments , a method may 
comprise creating digital media , placing the digital media in 
a virtual reality computer graphics environment , the virtual 
reality computer graphics environment further comprising 
visually perceptible elements appearing as objects in the 
virtual reality computer graphics environment , and viewing 
the digital media in the virtual reality computer graphics 
environment . Additionally , a method may include establish 
ing a network connection , remotely viewing creating of 
digital media in real time by way of the network connection , 
and the creating of the digital media including the placing of 
the digital media in a computer graphics environment , the 
computer graphics environment also including visually per 
ceptible elements appearing as real objects placed in a real 
world setting . 
[ 0006 ] Exemplary methods may also include establishing 
a network connection , remotely viewing creating of digital 

[ 0008 ] Certain embodiments of the present technology are 
illustrated by the accompanying figures . It will be under 
stood that the figures are not necessarily to scale . It will be 
understood that the technology is not necessarily limited to 
the particular embodiments illustrated herein . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 1 is a flow chart of an exemplary architecture 
depicting the physical system components for practicing 
aspects of the present technology . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 2 is a flow chart of an exemplary method for 
creating , placing , and viewing Media Tags in an AR envi 
ronment . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 3 is a flow chart of an exemplary method for 
creating , placing , and viewing Media Tags in a VR envi 
ronment . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 4 is a flow chart of an exemplary method for 
remotely viewing Media Tags in an AR environment . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 5 is a flow chart of an exemplary method for 
remotely viewing Media Tags in a VR environment . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 6A is a block diagram of an exemplary server 
side system for practicing aspects of the present technology . 
Note that a “ server ” may optionally comprise multiple 
distributed computer systems . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 6B is a block diagram of an exemplary client 
side system for practicing aspects of the present technology . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 7A is an illustration of a user using a client 
device to author and view Media Tags in an AR environ 
ment . 
[ 0017 ] FIG . 7B is an illustration of a user using a client 
device to author and view Media Tags in a VR environment . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 8A and FIG . 8B are example illustrations of 
how Media Tags may be visually represented in an AR or 
VR environment , including various elements that may be 
present . 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 9A and FIG . 9B are illustrations of how 
variations of the same Media Tag may be presented in an AR 
or VR environment . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 10 is an illustration of an exemplary user view 
of an AR environment with Media Tags present . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 11 is an illustration of an exemplary user view 
of a VR environment with Media Tags present . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 12 is an illustration of an exemplary user view 
of a VR 360 ° spherical image VR environment or a single 
frame or multiple Frames of a 360 ° spherical video VR 
environment with Media Tags present . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 13 is a flow chart of an exemplary method for 
creating , placing , and storing Media Tags in an AR or VR 
environment . 
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[ 0024 ] FIG . 14A and FIG . 14B are illustrations of exem 
plary user interfaces for Media Tags to represent multimedia 
data ( video and audio respectively ) . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 15 is an illustration of an exemplary view of 
a user interface for Media Tags in an AR or VR environment 
allowing for social media interaction by a user . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 16 is a flow chart of an exemplary method for 
culling of Media Tags involving logic on both the server and 
client . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 17 is an illustration showing the culling of 
Media Tags that are not within the user's current viewport . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 18 is an illustration showing how Media Tags 
in an AR or VR environment may appear in the same 
orientation to the user , regardless of their viewing angle . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 19 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for 
handling changes to Media Tags in an AR or VR environ 
ment such that those changes are reflected on the viewports 
of other users in real time . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0030 ] Digital media does not currently allow users to 
create and associate digital content with specific locations in 
the world so that that content could be visualized in situ as 
if it existed in some tangible / visual form like other objects 
within that world . 
[ 0031 ] For example , if we post a photo or movie to current 
social media websites , the best process that that we currently 
have for associating that post with its real world location , is 
to add a description of the location such as “ ... at ABC 
Cinemas ” , or “ Jo's Grill ” , and / or of the GPS coordinates of 
that location , using a website or software application . More 
generally , the problem with such current methods is that 
locations are broadly deduced as a single location ( e.g. point 
on a 2D map , street address , etc. ) for places that could be 
very large in area . 
[ 0032 ] Instead , users should have a mechanism allowing 
them to set and associate a specific fine - grain location for 
that content such as " one meter to the right of the main door 
outside ABC Cinema ” or “ at table # 4 in Jo's Grill ” , and to 
visualize that content in situ just like other objects , if the user 
is located within a reasonable proximity of the location that 
the content is associated with . 
[ 0033 ] For example , using a device with a viewport ( e.g. 
a cellular phone with a built in camera and touch screen 
display ) a user should be able to view their surroundings in 
the real world through that viewport and see any digital 
content associated with locations that lie within that view 
port on their screen , just as if they were real world objects . 
If the user is walking past a cinema , they should be able to 
see any existing photo or movie posts that appear one meter 
to the right of the main door by way of an augmented reality 
interface provided by their device . 
[ 0034 ] We then take these examples and extend them to a 
virtual reality environment whereby the locations that can be 
associated with user content are not real , but virtual ( e.g. in 
a video game world ) . In these cases , authors of the content 
can " attach ” their media to fine - grain virtual locations and 
viewers of that content can view it in the same location as 
the author intended by way of a virtual reality interface 
( VRI ) . A VRI in this case may be a setup as simple as a 
single smartphone , visualizing a photo sphere image which 
is navigable by rotating the smartphone device , or some 
thing more complex such as a room - sized VR rig utilizing 
head mounted displays and laser motion trackers . 

[ 0035 ] Provided herein are methods for attaching digital 
content ( “ Media Tags ” ) to both coarse - grain and fine - grain 
real - world locations , via augmented reality , and to locations 
in virtual reality environments such that they may be both 
authored and viewed contextually similar to physically 
placed , tangible objects in real life . 
[ 0036 ] The content may also have social context which 
may include , but is not limited to , an associated user profile 
and contributions from other users ( e.g. likes , comments , 
ratings , etc. ) . It may be created and shared anew by users , 
mined from existing sources such as , but not limited to , third 
party social media timelines , or viewed by others based on 
the authors ' sharing settings and / or the viewers ' filtering 
settings . 
[ 0037 ] Data associated with the media content may persist 
in the form of , but not limited to , combinations of : image , 
text , audio , movie data , etc. This data may be stored on a 
remote server and / or cached locally on the user device's 
storage . 
[ 0038 ] Visibility of previously - created Media Tags is 
based on various filtering techniques including , but not 
limited to : 
[ 0039 ] The orientation and field of view provided by the 
user's viewing device . 
[ 0040 ] A Media Tag's proximity to the user . 
[ 0041 ] Visibility permission settings chosen by the author 
of each Media Tag ( e.g. visible to public , friends , friends 
of - friends etc. ) 
[ 0042 ] Filter settings chosen by the viewer ( e.g. only view 
Media Tags from All , friends , friends - of - friends , etc. ) . 
[ 0043 ] For visual clarity , Tags that are spatially close to 
each other may be grouped together such that multiple user 
content can be associated with a single Media Tag . Users can 
switch between the content by way of appropriate user 
interface elements . 
[ 0044 ] Media Tags that are created by a user will be 
immediately viewable by other users that are in proximity to 
their real - world locations . Likewise , Media Tags that are 
updated or deleted by a user , will result in the Media Tag 
being updated or removed from the viewport of other users 
that are in proximity to those Media Tags ' world locations . 
[ 0045 ] Media Tags may be perspective - distorted such that 
tags that are closer to a viewer appear larger than those that 
are further away . By extension , if a user places a Media Tag 
in front of them , a remote viewer that is further away but still 
in eyesight of that user will see that Media Tag appear near 
the location of its creator , however the size of that Media Tag 
will be adjusted based on its relative distance from the user . 
If the creator is far from the viewer , the Media Tag may 
appear smaller than if the creator is close to the viewer . 
[ 0046 ] In addition to perspective distortion , Media Tags 
may also take on forms with varying levels of detail such 
that Media Tags which are further away from a user feature 
less detail than those which are closer which may display 
more detail . 
[ 0047 ] Media Tags may be oriented and configured by 
their authors such that the Media Tags will be viewed at the 
orientation set by the author , or may be viewed at any angle 
from a location within a proximity around the Media Tag . 
For example , in FIG . 17 , the Media Tags 1715 , 1720 , and 
1725 appear to the user as perspective correct , as set by their 
author . 
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[ 0048 ] Throughout this specification various terms are 
used and shall assume the following meanings and assump 
tions : 
[ 0049 ] Augmented Reality ( " AR " ) : a digital system or 
interface through which the user can view their surroundings 
with augmentations of that view . Any discussion of AR or 
related aspects of it refers to augmentation of a real world or 
“ AR ” environment . An AR platform creates a virtual graph 
ics coordinate space that coincides with the real - world space 
around a user and renders computer graphics relative to that 
virtual graphics coordinate system such that those graphics 
appear to exist in the real world . An appropriate viewing 
device is also assumed for the user , such as but not limited 
to : a head - mounted display ( e.g. augmented reality glasses 
or goggles ) or a smart phone ( i.e. acting as a viewing portal 
that displays computer graphics on top of , or blended with , 
a live video feed of the world as seen by camera hardware 
embedded in the device ) . 
[ 0050 ] Virtual Reality ( " VR " ) : a virtual reality platform 
creates a virtual graphics coordinate space into which com 
puter graphic content is rendered in such a way that when 
viewed through a viewing device , all the user sees are 
computer graphics . No real world objects are seen in this 
environment . Appropriate viewing and interaction devices 
are also assumed for the user , such as , but not limited to : 
head - mounted displays , optionally with body or body - part 
motion tracking sensors and software , smart phones ( i.e. 
acting as a viewing portal that displays computer graphics 
on top of , or blended with , a computer graphics environment 
background ) . 
[ 0051 ] Virtual Reality Interface ( VRI ) : a device allowing 
for visualization , and optionally , interaction within virtual 
computer graphic environments . 
[ 0052 ] Viewport : the field of view provided by the client 
device . 
[ 0053 ] User Interface or UI : visual elements onscreen 
and / or physical interfaces that allow the user to interact with 
a digital system . 
[ 0054 ] Real time : a digital approximation of time that is as 
close to real time as possible given the technical constraints 
of a system architecture such as , but not limited to : network 
lag , server processing . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an exemplary architecture 100 
depicting the physical system components that could allow 
for the placement and storage of digital media in an AR or 
VR environment . This architecture may generally include , 
but is not limited to , a client device with an AR / VR software 
application 120 through which a user interacts with , a server 
105 for storing data from and communicating with client 
device 120 , and a computer network 110 over which client 
device 120 communicates with the server 105. Client device 
120 has software which allows for the creation , placement , 
and viewing of digital content in an AR / VR world . Client 
device 120 may optionally utilize body / motion sensor 
peripherals 115 and data to perform client - side tasks , and 
may optionally provide an AR and / or VR user interface 125 
through which a user may interact with . 
[ 0056 ] Examples of body / motion sensor peripherals 115 
may include , but are not limited to , accelerometers , GPS 
trackers , and altimeters . Examples of client devices 120 may 
include , but are not limited to , cellular phones ( aka “ smart ” 
phones " ) , VR headsets / goggles , etc. Examples of optional 
AR and / or VR user interfaces 125 may include , but are not 

limited to : touch screens , handheld controllers ( e.g. game 
pads ) , AR glasses that display a video stream provided by 
another client device . 
[ 0057 ] The network 110 may comprise of a communica 
tion path consisting of , but not limited to : the Internet and 
public and / or private networks . Such communications may 
take place over wireless and / or wired connections ( e.g. 
Ethernet ) , using the networking peripherals available on the 
server 105 and client device 120 . 
[ 0058 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an exemplary process 200 for 
creating and placing digital media in the real world using a 
client device 105. Using digital media software available to 
the client device ( 105 ) , a user creates digital content 205 . 
The software may then obtain the real world location ( e.g. 
GPS coordinates ) using the peripherals 115 available on or 
to the device . A user may orient the yaw , pitch , and roll of 
their client device's viewport and then use an appropriate 
user interface ( e.g. touch gesture on a touch screen ) to 
determine the location for the digital media relative to their 
position . The software provides an appropriate user interface 
through which the user can then associate the digital media 
205 with the real world location . This information may be 
stored on the client device 120 , and may optionally be sent 
to the server 105 and stored . With this data now available , 
the user may now see that digital media appear on their 
device's display as if it were a real - world object 210 
whenever they use their device to view that location 215 . 
The storage of data allows the information to be recalled for 
viewing whenever the user views that location again . 
[ 0059 ] For example , digital media software executing on 
a smart phone may allow a user to move a Media Tag onto 
an object of interest on their device's viewport's live view 
of the world , after which , the GPS coordinates of that object 
of interest ( or a location within a close proximity to it ) are 
captured by the software . Once captured , the software may 
then associate them with digital content that is of interest to 
and / or specified by the user ( e.g. a picture taken of the object 
of interest ) . It may then cache this data on the phone and / or 
store it on a server that it communicates with . The picture 
may then appear to the user whenever the user views that 
location through their smart phone's display . 
[ 0060 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an exemplary process 300 for 
creating and placing digital media in a virtual world using a 
client device 105. Using digital media software on the client 
device ( 105 ) , a user navigates to a location ( or remains at 
this initial position ) and then orients the yaw , pitch , and roll 
of their device's viewport ( e.g. they hold up their cellular 
phone to take a picture of something ) . Using either a pre 
fixed distance in front of them , or a user adjustable distance 
controllable through an appropriate user interface , the user 
specifies the location in front of them as the location where 
they want to create digital content 305. The software may 
then obtain a computer world location ( e.g. a coordinate in 
3D space ) using the peripherals 115 provided on or available 
to the device . The software and / or device may provide an 
appropriate user interface through which the user can then 
associate the digital media with the real world location 310 . 
This information is stored ( e.g. cached ) on the client device 
120 , and may optionally be sent to the server 105 and stored . 
With this data now available , the user may now see that 
digital media appear on their device's display whenever they 
use their device to view that location 315. The storage of 
data allows the information to be recalled for viewing 
whenever the user views that location again . 
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[ 0061 ] For example , a digital media software component 
120 , may allow a user to capture a picture of a virtual object 
of interest through VR goggles and a hand held controller 
connected to the game machine . Once captured , the software 
may then obtain the computer world coordinates of that 
virtual object , and associate them with the picture . It may 
then cache this data on the game machine and / or store it on 
a server that it communicates with . The picture may then 
appear to the user whenever the user views that virtual 
location again through their VR goggles . 
[ 0062 ] Note : in an AR world , location data may be com 
posed of latitude , longitude , and altitude . To acquire this 
information , an AR system may use the device's onboard 
peripherals such as the GPS system , compass , altimeter , 
maps , etc. In a VR world , location data may be composed of 
numeric ( e.g. floating point ) 3D coordinates ( x , y , and z ) . 
[ 0063 ] The user interface may include a visual indicator 
which could be in the center of their viewport ( e.g. cross 
hairs ) , to represent the placement point corresponding to the 
2D location in the viewport at which the Media Tag will be 
placed . Alternatively , the system may assume that the center 
or some other position of the user's viewport is the place 
ment point , and not display such a visual indicator . The 
placement point is assumed to be at an offset relative from 
the user's current world location in 3D space . This offset 
may be set in various ways including , but not limited to : 
through a user or system preference , a constant set by the 
system , or dynamically by the user through an appropriate 
user interface ( e.g. touch dragging it onto the world dis 
played in their view port ) . 
[ 0064 ] Another user interface element may allow the user 
to set / confirm the location of interest which results in the 
creation and placement of a new Media Tag . Examples of 
such a user interface include , but are not limited to : 
[ 0065 ] Pressing a button on the device . 
[ 0066 ] Swiping a Media Tag from an onscreen menu 
displayed on a touch screen , to another part of the screen 
which is displaying the world . 
[ 0067 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary process 400 for 
viewing 410 the creation of digital media in the real world 
in real time , over a network 405 , as if that digital media were 
real world object ( s ) 415. Using digital media software 
available to the client device ( 105 ) , the user may see new 
digital content appear on their display , as it is being created 
by other users within a certain proximity . The user may 
optionally also see updates / deletions to existing digital con 
tent in real time as it is changed by other users within a 
certain proximity . A given client device that is executing 
digital content software 120 connects to a server 105 over a 
network 405. The server stores digital media and the asso 
ciated real world locations , and communicates additions , 
updates , and / or deletions of the digital media to all client 
devices executing the digital content software that are within 
a given proximity to the created or modified digital media . 
Another ( remote ) user whose client device is within this 
proximity and viewing the created or modified digital media 
410 , will see the new or modified objects change in real time 
415 . 
[ 0068 ] For example , User A is using a smart phone that is 
executing digital content software that is communicating 
with a server that stores and tracks all digital media that is 
or has been placed in the real world . User A is navigating the 
real world at the same time as User B who is in close 
proximity of User A , and who is creating new digital media 

and associating it with a location . User A points their client 
device at the location where User B has created the new 
digital media , and sees the new digital content appear on 
their display . This happens in real time and the new digital 
content appears on the User A's display as if it were a real 
object in the world . 
[ 0069 ] When the user first enters the world ( i.e. when they 
boot up the AR or VR system software ) the world's origin 
is determined . The origin is used when calculating the world 
position of a Media Tag as described below . The origin may 
be set at some predefined location , or based on the location 
where the user was when the system was first booted . To 
maintain mathematical precision when using the origin to 
calculate locations , the origin may optionally be updated to 
the user's current location after the user navigates a certain 
distance ( e.g. after navigating 10 km away from their current 
location ) . Maintaining such mathematical precision may be 
necessary when it is difficult to represent precise locations in 
large world spaces ( e.g. the entire planet ) using floating 
point data . 
[ 0070 ] When a Media Tag is placed , the author's world 
position , along with the offset , may be stored and later used 
to calculate the absolute world position of the new Media 
Tag , relative to the world's origin . The orientation of the 
Media Tag may also optionally be computed if the system 
supports the display of Media Tags at the orientation that the 
user placed the Media Tag . The Media Tag then appears on 
the user's viewport as if it were any other tangible object 
within the user's world . 
[ 0071 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an exemplary process 500 for 
remotely viewing 510 the creation of digital media in a 
virtual world in real time , over a network 505 , as if that 
digital media were like other virtual world object ( s ) 515 . 
Using digital media software available to the client device 
( 105 ) , the user may see new digital content appear on their 
display , as it is being created by other users within a certain 
proximity . The user may optionally also see updates / dele 
tions to existing digital content in real time as it is changed 
by other users within a certain proximity . 
[ 0072 ] A given client device that is executing digital 
content software 120 connects to a server over a network 
505. The server 105 stores digital media and the associated 
real world locations , and communicates additions , updates , 
and / or deletions of the digital media to all client devices 
executing the digital content software 120 that are within a 
given proximity to the created or modified digital media . 
Another ( remote ) user whose client device is within this 
proximity and viewing the created or modified digital media 
510 , will see the new or modified objects change in real time 
515 . 
[ 0073 ] For example , User A has VR goggles and a hand 
held controller that are connected to a game console execut 
ing digital media software 120. User A is navigating a virtual 
world at the same time as User B who is in close proximity 
of User A and who is creating new digital media and 
associating it with a location . User A is looking at the 
location where User B is creating the digital content . Once 
created , User A sees this new digital content appear on their 
screen in real time as if it were another virtual world object . 
[ 0074 ] FIG . 6A is a block diagram showing exemplary 
components which may be part of server 105 and used to 
store and communicate digital content updates to remote 
client devices . The server 105 may host digital media server 
software 600 capable of communicating with client devices 
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120. The server may use or communicate with a storage 
component 610 ( e.g. a database management system ) , to 
store and retrieve digital media and associated data . The 
server may utilize web server software 620 to expose the 
digital media server software 600 over the network to 
remote clients . The web server software 620 in conjunction 
with the digital media software 600 , may expose a high level 
communications path or protocol ( e.g. a web API ) , through 
which client side digital media software 630 executing on 
client devices 120 and the server side digital media software 
600 may exchange data with . This data may be sent through 
data transmission module 625 which provides the ability to 
send and receive information over a computer network ( e.g. 
an Ethernet connection ) . 
[ 0075 ] FIG . 6B is a block diagram showing exemplary 
components which may be part of client device 120 allowing 
a user to create , edit , and / or view digital content in an AR or 
VR world . This functionality may be provided on the client 
device 120 through digital media client software 630 
installed or available on client device 120. Client device 120 
may feature user interface 635 elements ( e.g. touch screen 
controls , buttons , etc. ) allowing the user to author digital 
content in , and navigate around , an AR / VR world . Client 
device 120 may also provide an appropriate display 645 ( e.g. 
touch screen , VR goggles , etc. ) allowing the user to view an 
AR / VR world as well as digital content that may have been 
placed in that world . The client device 120 may have or 
utilize local storage 640 for the purposes of caching any data 
necessary to author and view digital content as objects in the 
world they are viewing . The client device 120 may com 
municate with a server 105 using the high level communi 
cations path or protocol exposed by the web server module 
620. This communication exchange may take place through 
data transmission module 650 which provides the ability to 
send and receive information over a computer network ( e.g. 
Wi - Fi ) . 
[ 0076 ] Storage of digital data involves persisting digital 
data locally on a client device and / or over a network to a 
remote server . A server 105 , along with its storage facilities , 
may be used to store and communicate the state and data of 
all Media Tags which have been placed in the world by all 
users , over a computer network 110 . 
[ 0077 ] Storage of multimedia data may be required on 
both the client device and / or on the centralized server 105 . 
When multimedia data is created on a client device and 
associated with a Media Tag , that data may be stored on the 
device as a local representation of that data , for consumption 
by the user . The data may also be sent to a server along with 
the data associated with the Media Tag , so that the content 
can be viewed by other users capable of viewing the Media 
Tag . For example , if a user captures a video and associates 
it with a new Media Tag , the video data may be uploaded 
along with the Media Tag , over the network , for storage on 
the server . 
[ 0078 ] Caching data on the client device may also be 
necessary for various situations including , but not limited to : 
[ 0079 ] storing all Media Tags within a given radius of a 
user , that are , or could become visible in their viewport as 
the user changes orientation and / or navigates to a new 
location . 
[ 0080 ] allowing data to be uploaded or downloaded from 
a server when no network connectivity is available . 
[ 0081 ] improving latency and speed due to a slow network 
connection or load on the server . 

[ 0082 ] saving a new Media Tag or modifications to an 
existing Media Tag , locally on a client device before com 
mitting them to the server . For example a user may create a 
new Media Tag , store it locally to their device , and then edit 
it at a later time before uploading it to the server . 
[ 0083 ] minimizing mobile data usage costs . 
[ 0084 ] minimizing the battery consumption of a client 
device 120 . 
[ 0085 ] As a user navigates through the world , data for new 
or updated Media Tags visible to the user may be sent from 
the server 105 to the client device 120 and cached in local 
storage 640. Likewise , cached data for Media Tags that are 
no longer visible to a user , may optionally be discarded in 
order to conserve or reuse the limited storage space typically 
available on most client devices . 
[ 0086 ] In order for the digital media software on the client 
device ( 630 ) to know what needs to be displayed , it may 
need to work in close collaboration with the server , which 
has knowledge about all Media Tags in the world and their 
current state . This would require coordination between the 
client device 120 and the server 105 which may be accom 
plished using a protocol or API which both the client device 
and the server can communicate to each other with . For 
example , the server may include a web server component 
620 that exposes an API or high level protocol provided by 
the digital media server software 600 through which client 
devices can make requests and receive responses about 
Media Tags 
[ 0087 ] When performing a given operation ( e.g. adding a 
new Media Tag ) , a client may make one or more requests to 
the server 105 , each of which may cause the server to return 
a response to the client . 
[ 0088 ] For example , consider a client device that has 
created a new Media Tag : 
[ 0089 ] The client may send a request with the necessary 
data to persist a Media Tag on the server . 
[ 0090 ] The server responds with an acknowledgement and 
an ID for the new Media Tag so that the client device can 
confirm successful storage of the Media Tag and identify the 
Media Tag on which to perform subsequent operations . 
[ 0091 ] The client device then sends a request with content 
data ( e.g. text , video data . etc. ) to the server indicating that 
it is to be stored and associated with that Media Tag . 
[ 0092 ] The server returns an acknowledgement response 
indicating that the content data was stored . 
[ 0093 ] The server 105 may also communicate with other 
social media networks , using the web API's provided by 
those social media networks , and may expose a communi 
cations path or high level protocol ( e.g. web API ) through 
which those other networks may communicate with the 
server 105 . 
[ 0094 ] A storage data model that encapsulates the required 
properties to successfully store and load Media Tags may 
include , but is not limited to , the following information : 
[ 0095 ] Geo Coordinate : a three - component vector of float 
ing point numbers representing the real - world reference 
location of the origin of the Media Tag . For AR , the three 
components store the Latitude , Longitude , and Altitude . For 
VR , the three components store the x , y , and z components 
of the origin . 
[ 0096 ] World Offset : a graphics - space 3D vector offset of 
the Media Tag from the authoring user's location . 
[ 0097 ] World Orientation : a graphics - space rotation of the 
Media Tag composed of a three - component vector of float 
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ing point numbers , representing the normal for the Media 
Tag's orientation . Since Media Tags may be displayed like 
real world signs ( e.g. displayed vertically as if they are 
perfectly erected signage ) , two of the vector's components 
may be zeroed out . In this case , only the Media Tag's 
heading is actually used and therefore inverting this normal 
gives the direction that the Media Tag is facing . 
[ 0098 ] Media Content : an ID that uniquely identifies the 
Media Tag's multimedia content ( e.g. compressed Image , 
Video , Audio data etc. ) and is supplied by a remote storage 
server . Multimedia content may be stored on the server and 
retrieved by a client device when displaying a Media Tag , by 
requesting the multimedia data corresponding to the ID ( e.g. 
while a user's client device 620 may cache such data during 
creation , the client devices of other users may download the 
data from the server 105 ) . 
[ 0099 ] Text Content : the data that is associated with the 
text regions of the Media Tag . This may include , but is not 
limited to : raw text , HTML encoded strings , localized text in 
various languages , and localized text applicable to the 
region configured in the client device's OS . 
[ 0100 ] Creation Date : a timestamp representing the initial 
creation date and time of the Media Tag . 
[ 0101 ] Modification Date : a timestamp representing the 
last date and time when a Media Tag was modified . 
[ 0102 ] Author : an optional record identifying the user that 
created the Media Tag . This may include , but is not limited 
to , information such as : user ID , username , URL to user's 
avatar image , etc. 
[ 0103 ] Social Media Data : data related to the social media 
aspects of a Media Tag . Examples include , but are not 
limited to : likes , ratings , comments , URLs to other social 
media networks which have some association with the 
Media Tag , etc. 
[ 0104 ] Unique ID : an identifier that uniquely identifies the 
Media Tag . 
[ 0105 ] Accuracy : a value indicating the accuracy of the 
Media Tag's location ( e.g. a radius in meters for which a 
Media Tag has one standard deviation of confidence of being 
within ) . The type and meaning of this value may be device 
specific 
[ 0106 ] Client Device Information : information about the 
client device used to create the Media Tag such as , but not 
limited to : model , OS , and OS version . This information 
may be used when interpreting the value of the “ Accuracy ” 
field described in the previous point . 
[ 0107 ] FIG . 7A provides a conceptual diagram 700 depict 
ing an example of a user 705 in the real world . The user has 
an AR client device 710 that they are using to look through 
at a location of interest 715 through the device's display 645 , 
and seeing digital content 720 appearing on the display in 
that location as if it were a real world object . 
[ 0108 ] FIG . 7B provides a conceptual diagram 725 depict 
ing an example of a user 730 with a VR display ( e.g. VR 
goggles ) 735 and handheld controller 740 who is viewing a 
virtual world 755. The user is looking at a location of interest 
745 through the client device's display 635 , and seeing 
digital content 750 appearing on the display in that location 
as if it were any other digital object within that virtual world . 
[ 0109 ] Note that in both FIG . 7A and FIG . 7B , the user 
only sees digital content that is within a certain proximity to 
their location , and that which falls within the viewport made 
available by the viewport of the client device's display 645 . 

[ 0110 ] FIG . 8A and FIG . 8B provide examples 800 and 
825 respectively of what a Media Tag may look like and the 
types of visual and / or interactive elements that may be 
present . This includes , but is not limited to , the following 
elements depicted in FIG . 8A and FIG . 8B : 
[ 0111 ] Avatar Badge 805 and 820 : one or more avatar 
badges may be attached to the frame to provide an iconic 
representation of some entity related to the Media Tag . An 
avatar badge may be used to represent the users who are 
associated with the Media Tag in some way ( e.g. in FIG . 8A 
avatar badge 805 could represent the author of the Media 
Tag and the avatar badges 840 could represent other users , 
each of whom , have added comments or other social media 
content ) . An avatar badge may alternatively represent other 
information ( e.g. a fork and knife icon providing a visual cue 
that the location associated with the Media Tag is that of a 
restaurant ) . The user interface for an avatar badge could be 
interactive such as to provide additional functionality , 
including but not limited to , allowing the user to access more 
information or to contact the user represented by the avatar 
badge . Avatar badges may be grouped to conserve screen 
space and to avoid obfuscation . 
[ 0112 ] Frame 810 : a frame that forms the outer - most 
visual container for other media tag elements . This visually 
groups all of the elements and content of a Media Tag . 
[ 0113 ] Title Panel 815 : A text field that displays textual 
information . For example this could contain an appropriate 
title for the content or for social tags ( e.g. this may be the 
author's social username or handle ) . 
[ 0114 ] Media Panel 830 : a mixed - media panel . Displays 
the main digital media content which may be , but is not 
limited to , combinations of : images , text , sound samples , 
videos , etc. 
[ 0115 ] Multimedia Controls 835 : interactive multimedia 
UI controls 835 may optionally appear if the media panel 
820 displays multimedia content . Multimedia content could 
include , but is not limited to , movies , audio , groups of 
selectable images , etc. 
[ 0116 ] Social Media Content and Controls 840 : an addi 
tional area for the display and interactive functionality of 
social media . This could include , but is not limited to , a text 
field allowing for the entry of text ( e.g. comments , short 
descriptions , social mentions , etc. ) , interactive button con 
trols allowing users to “ like ” or “ share ” the Media Tag , etc. 
[ 0117 ] Flag Pole 845 : a visual indicator at some part of the 
frame 810 which provides a visual cue to the user as to the 
exact location to which the Media Tag has been associated 
with ( e.g. a small extrusion in the frame shaped like an arrow 
such as that depicted in 845 ) . 
[ 0118 ] Distance from viewer : the distance that the Media 
Tag is from the user currently viewing it ( e.g. 350m for a 
restaurant ) . 
[ 0119 ] FIG . 9A and FIG . 9B illustrate how a Media Tag 
may have multiple different views for different purposes 
( e.g. to provide larger screen elements to enter data such as 
comments , messages , etc. ) . The example in 900 shows a 
Media Tag 905 that has been placed at a location where a 
digital film was captured . The first Media Tag view 905 
provides the user with basic information . Through an appro 
priate user interface ( e.g. tapping on the Media Tag ) , the user 
is provided with a secondary view 910 of the Media Tag . In 
the example of FIG . 9B , the secondary view 910 provides 
the user with a text field 915 to enter a message , multimedia 
playback controls 920 , and a user interface element 925 to 
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add additional multimedia to the Media Tag . Using an 
appropriate user interface element ( e.g. tapping on the “ X ” 
button 930 ) , the user may be able to perform an action such 
as closing the view . 
[ 0120 ] FIG . 10 shows an exemplary example 1000 of how 
Media Tags in an AR environment might be seen by a user 
in the display 645 of an AR client device 120. 1050 shows 
an example of a Media Tag that points to a location where 
a holiday event took place . Amongst the visual elements in 
the Media Tag 1050 is an image in the media panel 830 
showing of the type of food served at that location , and a flag 
pole 845 indicating the door step of the food establishment's 
location . 
[ 0121 ] FIG . 11 shows an exemplary example 1100 of how 
Media Tags in a VR environment might be displayed to a 
user in the display 645 of a VR client device 120 . 
[ 0122 ] FIG . 12 shows an exemplary example 1200 of how 
Media Tags in a 360 video or 360 / º 180 ° photosphere image 
might be displayed to a user . 
[ 0123 ] FIG . 13 provides an exemplary process 1300 for 
placing digital content in an AR or VR world . A user is 
navigating in a world 1305 using a client device 120 ( e.g. 
cell phone ) which provides a viewport and is executing 
digital media client software 630. For AR this would be a 
device augments reality , allowing the placement , authoring , 
and viewing of Media Tags . For VR the user may be 
navigating in a virtual world using a device which provides 
a viewport into that virtual world ( e.g. VR goggles ) and 
allows the placement , authoring , and viewing of Media 
Tags . 
[ 0124 ] The user orients their viewport 1310 and identifies 
a location of interest on their viewport through appropriate 
user interface elements . For example , in FIG . 7A a handheld 
device 710 such as a smart phone provides AR capabilities 
using the device's onboard camera to provide a viewport , 
and hardware allowing the user to interact . The user holds 
the camera up and points it to an object of interest 715 and 
presses a button to place a new Media Tag 720. Another 
example is in FIG . 7B where the user is navigating a virtual 
world using a system which includes VR headset goggles 
735 to provide a viewport , and a controller pad 740 with 
buttons allowing the user to interact . The user presses a 
button on the interactive controller to place a new Media Tag 
750 and a point of interest 745 . 
[ 0125 ] A look - at vector 1315 is generated from the posi 
tion of the user's client device to the location of interest in 
their viewport . The length of this vector forms this distance 
between the user's device and their location of interest . This 
distance may be predetermined via the user's system pref 
erences , or may be determined through some other means . 
[ 0126 ] Using the vector and distance , a precise 3D offset 
from the user's client device is calculated to determine a 
precise world location 1320. Additional checks 1325 may 
optionally be performed to determine if a Media Tag has 
already been associated with that location 1330 and an 
appropriate action taken ( e.g. preventing the user from 
adding the new Media Tag at the location ) . For example , a 
bounding volume centered about the location of interest may 
be used to calculate if another Media Tag exists at or very 
close to the same location . 
[ 0127 ] Otherwise , a new Media Tag is generated and made 
visible 1340 to the user at the location . 
[ 0128 ] Note : for additional information on placement of 
Media Tags , and the related calculations for determining 

precise locations , see U.S. Non - Provisional application Ser . 
No. filed on May 18 , 2017 , titled “ Fine - Grain 
Placement and Viewing of Virtual Objects in Wide - Area 
Augmented Reality Environments . ” 
[ 0129 ] The user edits or deletes the content 1345 of the 
new or existing Media Tag through an appropriate user 
interface . 
[ 0130 ] The user completes their changes which are then 
persisted to the client device 1350 and / or on the server 1355 
over a network . This data may include the user's world 
location and calculated offset to the Media Tag , which may 
be used at a later point to determine if the Media Tag is 
visible in another user's viewport . 
[ 0131 ] FIG . 14A and FIG . 14B depict examples of how 
Media Tags may appear when associated with multimedia 
data , namely video and audio data respectively . An icon or 
the first frame of the video may be displayed in the Media 
Tag's media panel 830 for video data , while an icon may be 
displayed in the media panel 830 for audio data . 
[ 0132 ] A new Media Tag which is associated with a video 
or audio clip may be generated by a user in a process similar , 
but not limited to , the following list of steps . Note that this 
process assumes the client device 120 has audio and / or 
video capture and playback capabilities which can be uti 
lized by the Media Tag system . 
[ 0133 ] The user navigates and then orients their device's 
viewport such as to point it at an object of interest . A new 
Media Tag is then generated , associated with that location , 
and made visible on the user's viewport . 
[ 0134 ] The user invokes an appropriate user interface to 
start recording content ( e.g. video ) using an application such 
as another video recording application . 
[ 0135 ] When the user stops recording , the digital media 
client software 630 is then resumed . 
[ 0136 ] The Media Tag which is visible on the user's 
viewport now displays the captured multimedia data in the 
media panel 830 in some form ( e.g. the first frame of video ) 
to indicate to the user that the multimedia data is now 
associated with the Media tag . The digital media client 
software 630 may determine what type of multimedia data 
( e.g. video ) is associated with the Media Tag , and determine 
how it wants to display that visually . For example , icons 
representing the type of multimedia data associated with the 
tag may be displayed in the media panel , such as the video 
and audio icons that are depicted in FIG . 14A and FIG . 14B 
respectively . Since video data is visual , one of the frames 
from the video data ( e.g. the first frame ) , may optionally be 
shown in the media panel 830 instead of an iconic image . 
[ 0137 ] Appropriate multimedia playback controls 835 
may also then appear overlaid on the video or audio ( such as 
the multimedia UI controls depicted in the media panel 830 
in FIG . 14A and FIG . 14B ) allowing a user to playback the 
multimedia within the Media Pane and / or to hear the audio 
through the device's speaker system . Since audio data by 
definition does not contain any visual aspect , a Media Tag 
may optionally show some sort of animation or other visual 
indicator during playback to indicate that playback is occur 
ring ( e.g. displaying a waveform animation corresponding to 
the audio data , or a simple static icon ) . 
[ 0138 ] The user may optionally author additional details 
of the Media Tag ( e.g. add a comment indicating where the 
video was taken ) . 
[ 0139 ] The user saves the Media Tag which may subse 
quently also save the associated multimedia data . This save 
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process may take place automatically , or may be done 
manually via an appropriate user interface , and may be 
performed multiple times ( e.g. when the multimedia data 
capture is complete and when adding a comment ) . Both the 
Media Tag and multimedia data may be sent over the 
computer network 110 for storage on the server 105. Since 
multimedia data such as video and audio can consist of large 
amounts of data , it may be desirable to cache this data in the 
local storage 640 on the client device 120. Doing so may 
improve performance by not requiring the user to download 
or re download the content from the server 105 each time 
they want to view it . It may also save on data bandwidth 
costs for both the user and for the digital media client 
software 630. Logic may also be implemented to prioritize 
which multimedia data is cached locally , since local storage 
640 may have limited space . For example , a lower priority 
may be assigned to “ least recently used ” digital content ( i.e. 
if the cache is full and a new Media Tag is viewed or created , 
it will evict out other Media Tags and / or associated digital 
content that hasn't been viewed for the longest time ) . 
[ 0140 ] FIG . 15 depicts an example of a user interface for 
sharing any user created Media Tag to social media . Note 
that Media Tags representing social media data from third 
party sources may look similar to those created within the 
digital media client software 630 , and may possibly include 
a small indicator of their source . Media Tag user interfaces 
which provide social media capabilities , may provide appro 
priate user interface elements such as , but not limited to : 
[ 0141 ] Comments and text : comments may be entered 
using a text field within the Media Tag and the text field may 
include the ability to handle various forms of text including , 
but not limited to : plain text , HTML , and / or other markup 
languages . Social media symbols and their associated 
behavior including , but not limited to : “ # ” and “ @ ” notation , 
may also be supported . 
[ 0142 ] Share on other social networks : an appropriate set 
of user interface elements which may allow users to share 
the posting on one or more third party social media net 
works . 
[ 0143 ] Like : an appropriate user interface element that 
may allow users to like / unlike a Media Tag or some aspect 
of it . 
[ 0144 ] Rating : an appropriate user interface element that 
may allow users to rate and / or see a rating for a Media Tag . 
If multiple users can rate a Media Tag , the underlying system 
may require a calculation for determining a meaningful 
rating to show to the user . For example , consider a Media 
Tag for a restaurant that includes a series of five stars to 
represent the overall rating provided by thousands of users . 
In this example , the number of yellow stars provides a visual 
indication as to the overall rating of that restaurant calcu 
lated in some way by using all of the ratings that users 
associated with that Media Tag ( e.g. by averaging out the 
ratings ) . 
[ 0145 ] To support social media features for Media Tags , 
the client side digital media software 630 and / or server side 
digital media software 600 may require the ability to com 
municate with both each other and with third party social 
media networks , and may contain logic to transform social 
media data associated with a Media Tag , to and from the 
format supported by those third party social media networks . 
Such a system may need to do so in a way that makes the 
data meaningful between the Media Tag and the third party 
social media networks between which the data is shared . 

[ 0146 ] For example , if a Media Tag is shared on a third 
party social network , a system supporting Media Tags might 
need to determine how data associated with the Media Tag 
is mapped to the types of data supported and / or required by 
posts on that third party social media network . Conversely , 
such a system may also need to convert data received from 
that third party social media network so that it appears in the 
appropriate locations and format within Media Tag . 
[ 0147 ] Note : common social media features such as likes 
and ratings for example , may or may not work in conjunc 
tion with the respective functionality that is also found on 
supported third party social media networks with which the 
Media Tag is associated with . For example , if a Media Tag 
has been shared on another social media network , a user may 
choose to “ like ” it through that social media network's user 
interface rather than through the corresponding user inter 
face on the Media Tag itself . 
[ 0148 ] The system supporting Media Tag authoring may 
also need the capability to coordinate updates to the Media 
Tag , which may occur within the Media Tag's user interface 
and / or within the social networks on which the Media Tag 
has been shared . For example , if a user comments on a 
Media Tag that is represented in another social media 
network in some way , the system may need some mecha 
nism to be notified about the update and to pull the updated 
information such that the Media Tag's visual representation 
may be updated accordingly to reflect that new comment . 
[ 0149 ] Adding , changing , and / or deleting social media 
data associated with a Media Tag may involve a process 
similar to the following : 
[ 0150 ] The user orients their device's viewport to an 
object of interest and invokes an appropriate user interface 
to create a new Media Tag , or to select an existing Media 
Tag . 
[ 0151 ] The new Media Tag is created and displayed or an 
existing tag which was selected by the user may provide a 
visual indication that it was selected . 
[ 0152 ] The user invokes an appropriate social media user 
interface control provided within the Media Tag's frame 
810. The Media Tag may then display user interface ele 
ments appropriate for the type of social media that the user 
wishes to author . For example , the user clicks a comment 
button to display a text entry field where comments can be 
added and viewed . 
[ 0153 ] The user proceeds to perform the social media task 
represented by that social media user interface control . For 
example , they may click a “ like ” button which adds a like to 
the Media Tag's underlying data and displays a hand icon 
with a thumb pointing up . 
[ 0154 ] The user completes their social media task . Upon 
doing so , the data may be stored on the client device 120 , the 
server 105 , and / or may be coordinated with other third party 
social media networks if applicable . 
[ 0155 ] The Media Tag may redraw itself in some way to 
indicate that the social media task performed by the user is 
complete . For example , if the user has entered a comment 
and clicks outside of the Media Tag , the text entry field may 
become hidden , and the new comment added to the list of 
existing comments . 
[ 0156 ] FIG . 16 provides a flow chart outlining the exem 
plary process by which a server 105 , given a known location 
of a client device 120 , might follow in order to return 
potential Media Tags visible to a user 
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[ 0157 ] As a user navigates the world , their client device 
sends requests to the server to retrieve all Media Tags that 
are within a certain distance of the user's world location . The 
server 105 may use a variety of data and employ a variety 
of culling techniques to ascertain a proximity or volume 
from which to return Media Tags . In other words , Media 
Tags which the user cannot possibly see are culled out . 
Without limiting the visibility in such a manner , system 
performance might quickly degenerate if it tried to show all 
Media Tags when the user can see only those at a maximum 
viewing distance and within their field of view . In addition , 
the user's view could become too cluttered if too many 
Media Tags were to be returned over a network and ren 
dered . 

[ 0158 ] This example process of “ server side ” culling of 
objects is described in more detail here : 
[ 0159 ] The client device sends the user's current world 
location to the server . 
[ 0160 ] The server finds all Media Tags within a radius of 
that location and returns a collection of data for each Media 
Tag in that radius . This data may include , but is not limited 
to : the world position of author when they created the Media 
Tag and an offset from that location indicating where the 
Media Tag was placed relative to the author's location . 
[ 0161 ] The client iterates through the list returned and may 
perform the following : 
[ 0162 ] Calculates the original Media Tag creator's loca 
tion relative to current origin of the viewer . 
[ 0163 ] Calculates the Media Tag's location relative to the 
viewer's current origin using the stored offset . 
[ 0164 ] Uses this information along with attributes of the 
device's viewport to determine where the Media Tag is 
located relative to the user and their viewport . Note that the 
viewport of a device can vary based on its physical charac 
teristics as well as user preferences . For example , cellular 
phone cameras each have different focal lengths , distortions , 
etc. which may be taken into account when determining a 
user's viewport . A user may also be provided with the option 
to set their near / far planes and field of view at the device 
level , and / or in the digital media client software 630 . 
[ 0165 ] If the Media Tag is within the viewport then render 
it . 

[ 0166 ] Note : by having a server 105 return all Media Tags 
that are within a radius or volume of the client device , the 
client device may then cache all of the Media Tags so that 
they are immediately available for rendering as the user 
reorients their viewport and / or their position . 
[ 0167 ] As the user navigates the world , their client device 
repeatedly sends the aforementioned requests to the server to 
get the potential Media Tags to display . The process of 
determining when to send these requests may be done using 
a variety of methods including , but not limited to : 
[ 0168 ] Monitoring how far the user has moved since last 
requesting a list of Media Tags : after the user has moved a 
certain distance from the last time such a request was made , 
a new request may be sent to the server requesting all Media 
Tags that are within the radius of the user's new location and 
orientation . 
[ 0169 ] Repeatedly sending requests to the server at certain 
time intervals ( e.g. every minute ) requesting that data for a 
new list of Media Tags be returned for those that are within 
a radius of the user's current location and orientation . 

[ 0170 ] Repeatedly sending the client device's location to 
the server , and then having the server notify the client about 
changes to the Media Tag population at that location . 
[ 0171 ] FIG . 17 provides a conceptual diagram 1700 show 
ing how client side culling of the Media Tags returned from 
a server 105 may be performed . A user's device 1705 
provides a viewport 1710 into a world that may define which 
Media Tags are visible to a user given their orientation . This 
particular example illustrates the user holding a handheld 
device 1705 which provides a display of the world ( e.g. a 
smart phone with display screen and camera ) , but this 
concept of a viewport may apply to any device the user 
views their world with , be it AR or VR . 
[ 0172 ] Media Tag 1715 is visible to the user because it lies 
within the field of view defined by their device's viewport . 
Conversely , Media Tags 1720 and 1725 are located outside 
of the field of view defined by the device's viewport and are 
therefore not currently visible to the user until they navigate 
close to those objects . 
[ 0173 ] In addition to the server side culling process 1600 
and the client side culling process 1700 , the visibility of a 
given Media Tag may also be controlled by settings chosen 
by the author and / or viewer . These settings would provide a 
user with additional control over which Media Tag's they 
would like to see or that are relevant to them . It may also 
allow them to prioritize which Media Tags are shown , when 
too many Media Tags are determined to be visible for the 
user's viewport . 
[ 0174 ] Examples of how these controls may be used 
include , but are not limited to : 
[ 0175 ] showing or hiding Media Tags available to a large 
group or those that are publicly available . 
[ 0176 ] showing or hiding Media Tags that are associated 
with a special interest group that the user is a part of . 
[ 0177 ] prioritizing Media Tags with high levels of activity 
such as those receiving lots of “ likes ” . 
[ 0178 ] searching / filtering Media Tags using an appropri 
ate user interface , and showing only those Media Tags that 
have some relevance to the search query . 
[ 0179 ] prioritizing according to the age of the Media Tag 
( e.g. Media Tags containing only text may remain relevant 
( e.g. updated by users ) over shorter periods than those with 
images ) . 
[ 0180 ] prioritizing according to the source of the Media 
Tags such as whether they've been created by the digital 
media client software 630 , by third party social media sites , 
or by third party data businesses ( e.g. shops displaying 
specials via Media Tags ) . 
[ 0181 ] Conversely , such settings may also be used to 
prevent a sparsely populated world as they navigate . For 
example , if a new user has just joined the system and wants 
to see Media Tags as they navigate for the first time , the 
digital media software on the client device 120 may display 
all publicly available Media Tags in the user's viewport so 
that the user can view and experience Media Tags without 
having to set up any preferences . 
[ 0182 ] Such controls or settings may rely on a permission 
system that specifies the visibility and allowable actions of 
Media Tags between remote viewers . With such a system , 
Media Tags may be subject to viewing , authoring , and / or 
sharing permissions , or may be publicly available . Data 
stored and / or utilized by such a system could include , but is 
not limited to : 
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[ 0183 ] user accounts , groups , and / or permissions . 
[ 0184 ] Media Tag actions available to a user and / or for a 
given Media Tag ( e.g. create , edit , delete ) . 
[ 0185 ] social visibility of a given Media Tag ( e.g. publicly 
visible , visible to a certain group of users , etc. ) 
[ 0186 ] data from other third party social media systems . 
[ 0187 ] Note : this information may be stored and / or used 
by the user's client device 120 and / or by the server 105 . 
[ 0188 ] A visible Media Tag may appear to a viewer to be 
exactly the same as was intended by the Media Tag's author 
such that oblique viewing angles are possible . Such a Media 
Tag may be transformed with sheering causing the Media 
Tags to appear as perspective - correct objects relative the 
user's position and orientation . The content and all other 
elements of the Media Tags may also be distorted accord 
ingly . 
[ 0189 ] FIG . 18 shows that alternatively , a Media Tag may 
be configured such that it always faces the viewer . Under 
this configuration 1800 Media Tags 1810 and 1815 are 
visible within the client device's viewport 1805 such that 
they are always perpendicular ( “ billboarded ” ) to the viewer 
regardless of the user's position and orientation . These 
orientation preferences may be set by the Media Tag author 
and / or any Media Tag viewer , or may be fixed by the system . 
[ 0190 ] Media Tags which lie within a user's viewport may 
be shown at varying sizes and levels of detail based on their 
distance from the user . Media Tags that are close to the user 
may appear with much more detail than those that are further 
out . As a user navigates closer to or further from a Media 
Tag , its size may be scaled up or down respectively . A limit 
may be put in place such that scaling is only increased or 
decreased to a certain extent so as to prevent Media Tags that 
are really close from appearing too large , or Media Tags that 
are too far away from appearing too small . Note that it may 
be desirable to break the laws of real world perspective and 
scaling to make Media Tags reduce in size slower as they get 
farther away so they remain readable for longer . 
[ 0191 ] Scaling or the effect there of , may also be applied 
to some or all elements of the Media Tag 800/825 . This may 
include , but is not limited to , the following effects on Media 
Tag elements : 
[ 0192 ] Frame 810 , Panels ( e.g. 815 etc. ) , and flag pole 
845 : the overall size of these elements may increase or 
decrease in proportion to each other . 
[ 0193 ] Text ( e.g. 815 ) : the font point size for the display 
of any text on the Media Tag may be adjusted up or down 
as the Media Tag size increases or decreases , to help fit the 
content in varying sizes of Media Tags . The selected font 
style and weight may also be adjusted to provide optimal 
viewing of text at different distances . In addition , the text 
itself may be truncated so that it is more legible at a given 
font size . In this case it may be desirable to provide an 
additional Media Tag view such that the Media Tag can be 
selected and displayed in a larger size ( e.g. full screen ) so the 
user can see the full text . 
[ 0194 ] Multimedia Images and Videos 830 : static images 
and videos may be scaled up or down accordingly . 
[ 0195 ] Visual Controls 835 and Icons 805 and 820 : mul 
timedia playback controls ( e.g. play button ) , social media 
controls ( e.g. hand icon for “ like ” ) , and avatar badges may 
also scale up or down as required . Since such elements may 
be composed of iconic imagery , multiple icons of varying 

size and / or detail may be selected from , in order to provide 
an appropriate level of detail for the current size of a Media 
Tag . 
[ 0196 ] When a new Media Tag is created by a user ( the 
author ) , it will appear in front of remote users that are near 
the location of that author . However , the size of that Media 
Tag will be adjusted based on its relative distance from the 
remote user . If the author is far away from the other users , 
the Media Tag will appear smaller than if the author is close 
to the viewer . Note that Media Tag viewing limits are not 
necessarily the same as those for human vision but rather 
what is practically useful is an AR / VR environment . 
[ 0197 ] Varying the size and level of detail of a Media Tag 
in such a manner allows the user to see an appropriate level 
of detail based on the proximity from the Media Tag , and 
reduces the screen space required to display multiple Media 
Tags which may appear simultaneously within a user's 
viewport . 
[ 0198 ] For example , Media Tags depicted in FIG . 10 may 
utilize multiple levels of detail : Media Tags hich are close 
to the user may be shown in full size , while Media Tags 
which are a bit further out may be represented by more 
compact renditions . In addition , it may be useful to provide 
a full screen view of a Media Tag such as that depicted in 
FIG . 15. A full screen view would effectively provide a 2D 
stationary form of a Media Tag which has been selected by 
the user from the 3D world they are navigating . This would 
allow for benefits including , but not limited to : ample 
quantities of text to be shown ( e.g. comments ) and imagery 
data to be seen in greater detail ( e.g. at their maximum size , 
in a horizontal orientation ( e.g. by turning a camera on its 
side ) , and at a zoomed in view to see smaller details ) . 
[ 0199 ] Note : in the case of AR , visualizing data as objects 
( i.e. Media Tags ) in the real world , may require that the rules 
around representing perspective , size , or orientation of such 
contrived objects , be altered so that the user can view these 
objects clearly ( e.g. objects may not scale up or down to the 
same degree that real world objects would , the point size of 
fonts may only be reduced down to certain minimum , etc. ) . 
[ 0200 ] Grouping is another technique that may help to 
optimize the display of multiple Media Tags that simulta 
neously appear in a user's viewport . Media Tags may be 
visually grouped together for various reasons which may 
include , but are not limited to , the following list of 
examples . Users may then switch between the content by 
way of appropriate user interface elements . 
[ 0201 ] Media Tags that are spatially close to each other 
may be grouped together such that content from multiple 
users can be associated with a single Media Tag . 
[ 0202 ] Media Tags that are of a certain type ( e.g. restau 
rants / cafes / food places , banks / ATMs / financial services , etc. ) 
[ 0203 ] Relevance to the user and / or the commonalities 
they have with the author ( e.g. shared interests , shared 
friends , shared backgrounds ( e.g. same school , etc. ) ) . 
[ 0204 ] Proximity to the user , popularity of the place , 
review ratings , likes / comments , type of establishment , key 
words , open / closed status , and any other defining feature . 
[ 0205 ] As a user navigates their world , Media Tags which 
are visible in their viewports may be selected for editing or 
deletion . When a user wishes to select an existing Media Tag 
for update or deletion , an appropriate user interface control 
may be used to select that Media Tag , and the Media Tag 
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may be redrawn with a visual indicator ( e.g. a highlighted 
Frame ) to indicate that the Media Tag has been selected by 
the user . 
[ 0206 ] FIG . 19 provides an exemplary example process 
1900 for handling events when a user creates , updates , or 
removes a Media Tag , causing the Media Tag to appear , 
reflect the author's changes , or disappear respectively , in 
real time , in the viewports of the author and of other remote 
users nearby 
[ 0207 ] The Media Tag author starts by creating or chang 
ing a Media Tag 1905 after which the client device 120 sends 
the data 1910 to the server 105. The server then stores the 
data 1915. The author's client device with digital media 
software 120 may have a cached view of the change , and so 
its viewport may re - render the update without having to 
consult the server 105 for updated information . However , 
client devices of other users may periodically request Media 
Tags within their area 1920 from the server , in which case 
the server may return that Media Tags to the client 1925 . 
Those other client devices then decide if the Media Tags 
received are within their viewport ( s ) 1930 , and render the 
updated Media Tags accordingly 1935 . 
[ 0208 ] The process of acquiring these updates so that the 
changes can be rendered on a remote user's viewport , may 
be accomplished by , but is not limited to , the following 
techniques : 
[ 0209 ] Notification messages sent over the network : a 
server calculates all remote users that are located within a 
certain proximity to the user performing the action on the 
Media Tag , and who have the ability to see that tag ( e.g. it 
is within their viewport and has not been filtered by some 
other means ) . The server 105 then sends a notification 
message containing the updated Media Tag information to 
the client device 120 of each user identified . These notifi 
cation messages cause each viewer to receive the Media Tag 
data and to have the new or latest content displayed in the 
Media Tag at the corresponding location , orientation , and 
size relative to those viewers in real time . A notification 
message may also indicate that a Media Tag has been 
deleted , in which case , the client device will no longer 
render it on screen . 
[ 0210 ] Periodic update requests from the client device : 
digital media software on a client device 120 may periodi 
cally send a request to the server 105 over the network , 
indicating that it wishes to obtain the latest Media Tag 
additions , changes , or deletions for Media Tags within a 
given proximity or within the viewport of the user . These 
periodic requests may be invoked by the client after a certain 
time period and / or after a certain distance travelled . 
[ 0211 ] The client device 120 may request , in advance , the 
Media Tags for a larger region and cache them such that : 
[ 0212 ] Media Tags are viewable an area to be visited 
without Internet coverage ( offline usage ) . 
[ 0213 ] mobile data costs can be minimized and speed 
improved . 
[ 0214 ] The corresponding structures , materials , acts , and 
equivalents of all means or step plus function elements in the 
claims below are intended to include any structure , material , 
or act for performing the function in combination with other 
claimed elements as specifically claimed . The description of 
the present technology has been presented for purposes of 
illustration and description , but is not intended to be exhaus 
tive or limited to the present technology in the form dis 
closed . Many modifications and variations will be apparent 

to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from 
the scope and spirit of the present technology . Exemplary 
embodiments were chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the present technology and its 
practical application , and to enable others of ordinary skill 
in the art to understand the present technology for various 
embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the 
particular use contemplated . 
[ 0215 ] Aspects of the present technology are described 
above with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the present 
technology . It will be understood that each block of the 
flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combina 
tions of blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams , can be implemented by computer program 
instructions . These computer program instructions may be 
provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . 
[ 0216 ] These computer program instructions may also be 
stored in a computer readable medium that can direct a 
computer , other programmable data processing apparatus , or 
other devices to function in a particular manner , such that the 
instructions stored in the computer readable medium pro 
duce an article of manufacture including instructions which 
implement the function / act specified in the flowchart and / or 
block diagram block or blocks . 
[ 0217 ] The computer program instructions may also be 
loaded onto a computer , other programmable data process 
ing apparatus , or other devices to cause a series of opera 
tional steps to be performed on the computer , other pro 
grammable apparatus or other devices to produce a 
computer implemented process such that the instructions 
which execute on the computer or other programmable 
apparatus provide processes for implementing the functions / 
acts specified in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or 
blocks . 
[ 0218 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods and computer 
program products according to various embodiments of the 
present technology . In this regard , each block in the flow 
chart or block diagrams may represent a module , segment , 
or portion of code , which comprises one or more executable 
instructions for implementing the specified logical function 
( s ) . It should also be noted that , in some alternative imple 
mentations , the functions noted in the block may occur out 
of the order noted in the figures . For example , two blocks 
shown in succession may , in fact , be executed substantially 
concurrently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in 
the reverse order , depending upon the functionality 
involved . It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts , or 
combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . 
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[ 0219 ] In the description , for purposes of explanation and 
not limitation , specific details are set forth , such as particular 
embodiments , procedures , techniques , etc. in order to pro 
vide a thorough understanding of the present invention . 
However , it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that the 
present invention may be practiced in other embodiments 
that depart from these specific details . 
[ 0220 ] Reference throughout this specification to “ one 
embodiment ” or “ an embodiment ” means that a particular 
feature , structure , or characteristic described in connection 
with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment 
of the present invention . Thus , the appearances of the 
phrases " in one embodiment ” or “ in an embodiment ” or 
“ according to one embodiment ” ( or other phrases having 
similar import ) at various places throughout this specifica 
tion are not necessarily all referring to the same embodi 
ment . Furthermore , the particular features , structures , or 
characteristics may be combined in any suitable manner in 
one or more embodiments . Furthermore , depending on the 
context of discussion herein , a singular term may include its 
plural forms and a plural term may include its singular form . 
Similarly , a hyphenated term ( e.g. , " on - demand ” ) may be 
occasionally interchangeably used with its non - hyphenated 
version ( e.g. , " on demand ” ) , a capitalized entry ( e.g. , “ Soft 
ware ” ) may be interchangeably used with its non - capitalized 
version ( e.g. , “ software ” ) , a plural term may be indicated 
with or without an apostrophe ( e.g. , PE's or PEs ) , and an 
italicized term ( e.g. , “ N + 1 ” ) may be interchangeably used 
with its non - italicized version ( e.g. , “ N + 1 ” ) . Such occa 
sional interchangeable uses shall not be considered incon 
sistent with each other . 
[ 0221 ] Also , some embodiments may be described in 
terms of “ means for ” performing a task or set of tasks . It will 
be understood that a “ means for ” may be expressed herein 
in terms of a structure , such as a processor , a memory , an I / O 
device such as a camera , or combinations thereof . Alterna 
tively , the “ means for ” may include an algorithm that is 
descriptive of a function or method step , while in yet other 
embodiments the “ means for ” is expressed in terms of a 
mathematical formula , prose , or as a flow chart or signal 
diagram . 
[ 0222 ] The terminology used herein is for the purpose of 
describing particular embodiments only and is not intended 
to be limiting of the invention . As used herein , the singular 
forms “ a ” , “ an ” and “ the ” are intended to include the plural 
forms as well , unless the context clearly indicates otherwise . 
It will be further understood that the terms " comprises ” 
and / or " comprising , " when used in this specification , specify 
the presence of stated features , integers , steps , operations , 
elements , and / or components , but do not preclude the pres 
ence or addition of one or more other features , integers , 
steps , operations , elements , components , and / or groups 
thereof . 
[ 0223 ] If any disclosures are incorporated herein by ref 
erence and such incorporated disclosures conflict in part 
and / or in whole with the present disclosure , then to the 
extent of conflict , and / or broader disclosure , and / or broader 
definition of terms , the present disclosure controls . If such 
incorporated disclosures conflict in part and / or in whole with 
one another , then to the extent of conflict , the later - dated 
disclosure controls . 
[ 0224 ] The terminology used herein can imply direct or 
indirect , full or partial , temporary or permanent , immediate 
or delayed , synchronous or asynchronous , action or inaction . 

For example , when an element is referred to as being “ on , ” 
" connected ” or “ coupled ” to another element , then the 
element can be directly on , connected or coupled to the other 
element and / or intervening elements may be present , includ 
ing indirect and / or direct variants . In contrast , when an 
element is referred to as being “ directly connected ” or 
" directly coupled ” to another element , there are no inter 
vening elements present . The description herein is illustra 
tive and not restrictive . Many variations of the technology 
will become apparent to those of skill in the art upon review 
of this disclosure . 
[ 0225 ] While various embodiments have been described 
above , it should be understood that they have been presented 
by way of example only , and not limitation . The descriptions 
are not intended to limit the scope of the invention to the 
particular forms set forth herein . To the contrary , the present 
descriptions are intended to cover such alternatives , modi 
fications , and equivalents as may be included within the 
spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended 
claims and otherwise appreciated by one of ordinary skill in 
the art . Thus , the breadth and scope of a preferred embodi 
ment should not be limited by any of the above - described 
exemplary embodiments . 
What is claimed is : 
1. A method comprising : 
creating digital media ; 
allowing social media interaction with the digital media ; 
placing the digital media and an indication of the social 

media interaction in a computer graphics environment , 
the computer graphics environment further comprising 
visually perceptible elements appearing as real objects 
placed in a real world setting ; 

selectively associating the digital media with the real 
world setting in accordance with a fine grain real world 
location ; and 

viewing the digital media and an indication of the social 
media interaction when at the real world setting . 

2. The method of claim 1 , the digital media further 
comprising any of : a text tag , an image tag , a movie tag , an 
audio tag , a social media tag or a combination thereof . 

3. The method of claim 1 , further comprising viewing the 
digital media when at the real world setting based on an 
author's sharing settings or based on a viewer's filtering 
settings . 

4. The method of claim 1 , further comprising storing the 
digital media on a remote server or caching the digital media 
on a device . 

5. The method of claim 1 , further comprising viewing the 
digital media when at the real world setting as increasing in 
size of the digital media as a function of increasing prox 
imity to the real world setting . 

6. The method of claim 1 , further comprising the digital 
media having any of : a flag pole , a frame , an avatar badge , 
a title panel , a media panel , a comments panel or a combi 
nation thereof . 

7. The method of claim 1 , further comprising the creating 
including inclusion of features from a source of social 
media . 

8. The method of claim 1 , further comprising the placing 
of the digital media by way of an augmented - reality inter 
face . 

9. The method of claim 1 , further comprising the viewing 
of the digital media when at the real world setting by way of 
an augmented - reality interface . 
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10. The method of claim 1 , further comprising the view 
ing of the digital media including utilizing data received 
from a body or body part motion - tracking sensor . 

12. A method comprising : 
establishing a network connection ; 
remotely viewing creating of digital media in real time by 
way of the network connection ; 

selectively associating the digital media with a real world 
setting in accordance with a fine grain real world 
location ; and 

allowing social media interaction with the digital media ; 
the creating of the digital media further comprising plac 

ing of the digital media and an indication of the social 
media interaction in a computer graphics environment , 
the computer graphics environment further comprising 
visually perceptible elements appearing as real objects 
placed in the real world setting . 

13. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
the allowing social media interaction including commu 

nicating with a social media network . 
14. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
viewing the digital media when at the real world setting 

in accordance with data from a social media system . 
15. The method of claim 1 , wherein : 
the digital media is created at a location in the real world 

setting ; and , 
the method further comprising viewing the digital media 

at the location . 
16. The method of claim 1 , wherein the digital media 

further comprises a title panel , a media panel , multimedia 
controls , and social media content . 

17. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
viewing the digital media when at the real world setting 

as increasing in level of detail of the digital media as a 
function of increasing proximity to the real world 
setting 


